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COMPLIMENTARY GUEST INVITATION TO
BENCHMARK AND NETWORK WITH PEERS

Effective Incident Response – DON’T PANIC!
Wednesday 14 September 2022 | 17:00-20:30
Private Dining Room | The Fullerton Hotel
Singapore

Kindly Sponsored by

About the Venue
1 Fullerton Square, Singapore 049178
https://www.fullertonhotels.com/fullerton-hotel-singapore
The CISO 360 Dinner Roundtable - Effective Incident Response will
hosted at The Fullerton Hotel Singapore in a private dining room.
The magnificent Fullerton Building is a grand neoclassical landmark
built in 1928. Gazetted in December 2015 as a National Monument, it
was once home to Singapore’s General Post Office, the Exchange
Room and Exchange Reference Library, and the prestigious Singapore
Club. For nearly a century, it played a pivotal role in Singapore’s rich
history. Today, The Fullerton Hotel Singapore has been transformed
into a stunning 400-room heritage hotel in Singapore.
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Effective Incident Response – DON’T PANIC!
Most organisations have to manage the risks of having to deal with a major cyber incident every year. Lowlevel attacks and threats are there too, but it is the major incident that worries security leaders the most.
You are invited to join the CISO 360 Dinner Roundtable: Effective Incident Response - DON'T PANIC.
Hosted by Pulse Conferences and kindly sponsored by WithSecure, the discussion will be co-steered by
strategist and board member, Tony Smith, alongside a leading CISO practitioner - and of course by the
roundtable guests themselves who are encouraged to participate in the conversation.
Fellow CISO peers will share views and look at top tips for effective incident management. This is the ideal
opportunity for CISOs to benchmark their experiences of what works, what doesn’t with other
organisations in the heat of battle, what are the important steps to take, and how do we keep a clear
thought process?
Tony Smith, a Board Member of WithSecure, will share stories and best practices that he is seeing and
common pitfalls to avoid. Conducted under The Chatham House Rule, the discussions will be co-chaired by
a leading CISO and Pulse will be your host for the evening.
Talking Points
What works. what doesn’t
Across the PPDR security continuum, where is the investment really going and why?
How effective are various layers of security at preventing attacks?
Can you stop the attack before it stops you?
What are the fundamentals of dealing with a breach and its impact?
What role does cyber insurance play in terms of the way that many organisations think they are
prepared?
If you can accept, kindly register online to confirm your place at the table. There is no cost to attend.
Places around the table are limited and confirmations will be done on a ‘first to confirm’ basis.
Please note that unlike the other networking events that are taking place as part of the 2nd CISO 360 Asia
& Oceania Conference, this dinner roundtable is limited in numbers and is on a 'by invitation' basis.
Many thanks for kindly considering this invitation. We hope that you can join fellow CISOs for what
promises to be a evening of fascinating discussion, a top culinary experience and great company!
We look forward to hearing from you soonest.

Approximate timings

17:00-17:45 Guests arrive
and welcome drinks
reception
17:45-20:15 Discussion
while dinner is served
20:15-20:30 Conclusions,
goodbyes and guests depart

About WithSecure
WithSecureTM is cyber security’s reliable
partner. IT service providers, MSSPs and
businesses along with the largest financial
institutions, manufacturers, and thousands
of the world’s most advanced
communications and technology providers
trust us for outcome-based cyber security
that protects and enables their operations.
Our AI-driven protection secures endpoints
and cloud collaboration, and our intelligent
detection & response is powered by
experts who identify business risks by
proactively hunting for threats and
confronting live attacks. Our consultants
partner with enterprises and tech
challengers to build resilience through
evidence-based security advice. With more
than 30 years of experience in building
technology that meets business objectives,
we’ve built our portfolio to grow with our
partners through flexible commercial
models.
www.withsecure.com

Yours sincerely,
Team Pulse
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Discussion steered by:
Tony Smith, Board Member, WithSecure and Director, WithSecure Solutions
Widely regarded as a passionate cyber security ambassador and global cyber evangelist, Tony Smith is a
Board Member and Director at WithSecure – Europe’s largest cyber security specialist. Working alongside
WithSecure’s Managed Services customers around the world, Tony is often a conference speaker or host at
corporate events, facilitating discussions between security professionals on the trends, challenges and
insights of securing the modern enterprise. In his spare time, Tony also delivers enthusiastic talks in high
schools, providing inspiration and encouragement for today’s young people to pursue a career in cyber
security. With nearly 30 years of corporate experience, Tony is a sports fanatic who brings his effervescent
personality to work everyday.

